Summary of the 2012 Leonardo da Vinci Mobility project

Szinergia Business Vocational School accomplished 20, 4 and 6 weeks long student mobilities, and 2
accompanying persons’ 1 week long mobilities successfully in the 2012 Leonardo da Vinci programme
in cooperation with 5 partners.
Our primary aim was to provide opportunity for application for all our students and we managed to
reach this goal completely.
Out of the 5 partners we had the chance to work with the Dutch Deltion College, the Irish North West
Academy and the Swedish Ekebygymnasiet in our previous projects, while we involved the Spanish
Esmovia and the German Vitalis as new contacts in this programme. This turned out to be a good
idea, because like the other 3 partners, they also work precisely and effectively, and have many years
experience in similar projects.
The applicants had to go through a multi-level selection and they took part in a cultural, lingual and
personality training. After this training the best 20 were selected for the programme.
Professional commitment, the quality of professional work and, last but not least, language skills
played a major role in appointing the accompanying persons. Their task was to observe the
performance of the students, the practice places and to build up and deepen relationship with the
host institutions.
Among the project coordinator’s tasks were announcing the competition, evaluating the applications,
organizing and carrying out the preparation training, making and keeping contact with the partners,
handling contracts and monitoring the work practice placements. In each member institution of
Szinergia an appointed Leonardo coordinator helped the work of the project manager.
The host partners organized the accommodation, local transport, the work practice places and the
weekend programmes for the students.
The 28 day long mobilities took place in March-April 2013, while the longer 42 day long internships in
June-July 2013. During this time students acquired knowledge about the host country’s work culture,
improved their professional and linguistic skills, became more confident as they proved that they can
cope in a foreign work environment. Both the host institutions and the host companies confirmed
that the students carried out quality, precise work and that they are reliable, enthusiastic and fast
learners.
In acknowledgement of this all students received a Europass mobility certificate, which we handed
over to them proudly.

